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26 March 2018
Case lD : 70361112
The District Manager
Department : Development Management
City of Cape Town
3 Victoria Road
PLUMSTEAD
7800
e-mail : ,tfi!:t-r.
Dear Sir

APPLICATION FOR DELETION OF TITLE DEED CONDITIONS,
DELETION OF CONDITIONS OF AN EXISTING APPROVAL,
SUBDIVISION AND DEPARTURES IN TERMS OF THE MUNICIPAL
PLANNING BY-LAW-2015 : ERF 1194 BERGVLIET : 11 TIMBERwAY
With reference to your letter dated 15 February 2018, I wish to inform you that
this matter was considered by the Executive Committee of this Association at its
meeting held on 5 March 2018, when it was resolved to strongly object to the
proposed subdivision of Erf 1194 Bergvliet into 4 Portions, as set out hereunder.
Requirements
The Application Number is 743ffi112
The name of the Person submitting the objection is Mark Trevor gchdfer, in his
capacity as Chairman of the BergvlieUMeadowridge Ratepayers' Association.
The address and contact details of the Association are on it's letterhead and the
prefened method by which to contact the Association is by registered posl
The interest in responding to this application is to protect and preserve the built
and natural environment from inappropilate and undesirable impacts on the area,
in otherwords, in order to retain the character of the area as far as possible.
This Association's Comments and Objections are as follows:
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ln Limine
The application states thatthe registered ownerof Erf 1194 Bergvliet is MrB L
Penow. This is inconect as the property was sold by Mr Penow in March 2017
and registered in the name of T P A Trust on 21 June 2017. We note that the
Motivation submified with this application is dated January 2018: 7 months after
registration yet it purports to represent the views of Mr Penow.
The application states that large trees on the property will not be disturbed and
that the streetscape will not be significant, but the proposed subdivision plan
contrarily indicates that virtually all trees will be removed and that 3 additional
double storey dwellings are to be constructed which will have a significant impact
on the streetscape.

It is noted from the Locality Map annexed to the application that the property
owner of Erf Rem 931 Bergvliet, situated diagonally opposite the subject property
had not been considered as an interested party and not notfied of this
application. We assume that this is an oversight which will be conected.

The above are patent inaccuracies and we believe the application should be
summarily rejected as this constitutes grounds for the application of Section
73(1Xc) as per Chapter 7 - General Procedures for all applications.

lmpact on the character of the area surounding Erf 1194 Bergvliet and
existing rights
The area in which the subject property is located can be characterized as being
an established, stable, medium income suburban residential area with large,
single and double storey dwelling houses, some of which are historical dwelling
houses, on medium to large sized properties, generally zoned Single Residential
Zone 1. This Association has established that the subject property was originally
two erven in Pekalmy Township which were consolidated. lt is a well vegetated
area and historically known as a Garden City type suburb. To the west and south
west of the subject property are closed scheme housing redevelopments of part
of Bergvliet Farm and to the north a redevelopment of a large area for a
Retirement Village, all on individual smaller subdivided erven. lt is pointed out,
however, that these developments are "closed holistic developments", not ad hoc
subdivisions of the type envisaged in this application.

It should be noted that this Association is not opposed to the appropriate
subdivision and redevelopment of the subject property as such but merely wishes

to protect the integrity of the area and the interests of the existing residents. A
clustered development involving the demolition of the existing dwelling and the
retention of a single caniageway crossing would be a less intrusive option and
preclude/limit the departures applied for.
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Proposed Subdivision
This Association strongly objects to the proposed subdivision of En 1194
Bergvliet into four portions measuring approximately Portion 1 - 442m2, Portion 2
- 696m', Portion 3 - 371m'and Portion 4 - 329m'. The proposed Sub-division
lines geometry is awkward and clumsy leaving badly planned and awlevard
spaces on either side of the boundaries. This proposal is not good planning
practice. Portions 1, 3 and 4, in particular the configuration of the proposed
Portion 1, are totally out of keeping with, and out of character of, the sunounding
area, inter a/r'a, along Timber Way, south of Bam Road, Homestead Avenue and
southwards to Midwood Avenue as well as the planning patterns of the Pekalmy
Township.

The size of the erven for the re-developed portions of Bergvliet Farm, that is
Farmside and Farmsedge as well as the Evergreen Retirement Village, should
not influence nor be regarded as precedent in favour of the application for the
proposed subdivision of Erf 1194 Bergvliet, as they are "closed scheme
developments" with similar architectural designs but separate and different to the
general Bergvliet/Pekalmy Township character. Because of the proposed lines of
subdivision, significant departures are required which will impact the rights of
privacy of abutting neighbours and the increased zoning rights and reduced
building lines will impact the rights of other neighbours negatively.

Desirability
There is in principle, no objection to the removal of the restriction against
subdivision PROVIDED that the title deed restrictions prohibiting future further
subdivision and the building line condition are re-instated in respect of the newly
subdivided erven However the present application is undesirable and on that
basis should be declined.

lmpact on the External Engineering Services
This Association notes that the applicant "considers" the existing infrastructure to
have sufficient capacity to accommodate the additional dwellings. The Township
was not.developed to cater for all the developments (ie Farmside, Farnsedge,
Bergvliet Farm, Evergreen Retirement Village) and now proposed additional
dwellings (possibly eight of them) on Erf 1194. Factual engineering input that the
extemal engineering services have sufficient capacity to accommodate increased
development is required.
Removal of Trees.
The well established, mature trees on the perimeter of Erf 1194 Bergvliet provide
great environmental health advantages and benefits, especially combating the
destructive effects of global warming and climate change. The trees would also
soften the harsh effect of the increase in the proposed buildings and screen the
proposed dwellings. Should they be removed - as proposed, they could not be
re-established in the short to medium term due to the cramped space between
buildings. There is no sympathy in the architecture to accommodate the resource
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of the existing trees, to soften the development, create shade and create privacy
between the houses. The trees represent the core value of this Garden suburb
and the rest of the area.

lmpact on surrounding properties and community
This Association believes that this proposed subdivision will not have any social
benefits but will, on the contrary, result in a loss of privacy and increased tratfic
flow. With the development of Farmside, Farmsedge, Bergvliet Farm and the
Evergreen Retirement Village, the cumulative effect on the increase of traffic and
road surfaces would be negative. Traffic is a problem cunently compounded by
the school driven situation in the area. These factors are likely to have a negative
socio-economic impact. The loss of privacy and overshadowing due to the
proposed reduced building lines will also impact the wellbeing and sense of
space currently enjoyed by the sunounding community. The height restriction
limits have been set in the new Cape Town Municipal Planning By Law to create
view conidors down the side spaces between houses which allows for breezes
and privacy setbacks between double storey buildings. We therefore object to the
height restriction being removed in these 3m areas down the sides as it is also a
product of the awkward geometry of the site subdivision.
Moreover the proposed development is not compatible with the character of the
sunounding area. The proposed two different types of architectural design - the
older architectural single storey existing house surrounded closely by three
double storey modern town house style dwellings would negatively impact on the
streetscape by its squashed and cramped appearance. The proposed erven are
significantly smaller than the sunounding erven necessitating building setbacks
anathema to the sunounding area.

Densification
ln general, this Association understands the need for, and is not opposed to,
appropriate densification of the City. lt also understands the advantages of
densification for the City of Cape Town. However, densification also has its
disadvantages in that there is a loss of privacy, cramped layout (such as
proposed for the subject property), inadequate private amenity space, increase in
noise and pollution, all of which is considered to detract from the existing
pleasant ambience of the area. The Densification Policy is regularly abused to
motivate and justify applications for additional dwelling units necessitating
applications for removal of restrictions, departures from the Development
Management Scheme, building line setbacks, removal of trees etc.

However if reference is had to the guidelines contained in the policy then this
application fails as an example of incremental densification - which it claims to
be. The proposed three freestanding double storey dwellings are totally dffierent
to the existing dwelling - and do not remotely "conform with the character and
built form of the nearby locality" and are overbearing, unattractive and
inappropriate. Due to the cramped nature of the development, there is no
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possibility of "substantial and appropriate soft landscaping" to reduce the visual
impact on the character of the area or prevent the privacy problems for
neighbours on adjacent boundaries. This property is not situate in a Densification
Priority Zone and is not within 1 km of an urban node, nor within 500m of the
spine of a development corridor. Accordingly the application does not comply
with the Densification Policy nor conform to the Southem District Plan. lt is thus
considered that the scale of densification for the subject property is both
inappropriate and out of character for the area and it can only be assumed that
this application is insensitive, driven by excessive financial gain with no regard to
the neighbourhood and the suburb.

CONCLUSION
ln conclusion it is felt that the application for the multiple removal of restrictive
conditions, subdivisional prohibition and consequent development departures
being required militates against the subdivision of the subject property as
proposed.
It is not desirable, it impacts negatively on existing rights, it favours the interests
of the owner to the exclusion of the surrounding neighbours and area , it does not
comply with the Densification Policy (which should not be taken as a factor in
support thereof) and does not conform to the Southem District Plan.

Accordingly it is respectfully requested that the application, as proposed, be
refused.

Yours faithfully

i,U
M T SCHAFER
CHAIRMAN

